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Our BookBub editors are some of the most voracious readers we know, so we 
created Ask an Editor to allow you to ask them your pressing book questions! 

 

 

Question: "What's another series that captures the wonder of a magical world, the 
way Harry Potter does? Too often I see "for fans of Harry Potter," when all they have 
is some generic element in common. I'd say The Stormlight Archive has a more 
wondrous world than any of the ones I've seen with that tagline. And, obviously, it's a 
completely different beast." 

 

Editor answer: I've been looking for something like this for years! Plot and major 
themes aside, there are some things that the Harry Potter series does particularly 
well that makes it a really, really special reading experience. It builds a rich, utterly 
immersive world and gives you the chance to experience it fully — from the delight of 
discovering strange, sorcerous shops along Diagon Alley to the cozy familiarity of 
practicing spells and studying potions in the Gryffindor common room. It lets you in 
on a tight-knit group of friends who care for each other enough to face ever-worse 
dangers together. And, as you mention, it captures the wonder of a magical world. To 
be completely honest, I haven’t found a series that checks all the boxes in replicating 
the Harry Potter reading experience. Nevertheless, I think I have some great 
recommendations for books like Harry Potter that are satisfying, enchanting reads. 

https://www.bookbub.com/blog/author/emma
https://www.bookbub.com/books/harry-potter-and-the-sorcerer-s-stone-by-j-k-rowling?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/books/the-stormlight-archive-books-1-3-by-brandon-sanderson?source=tbbb_books


 
Dragon’s Green 

Scarlett Thomas 

Booklist says this middle grade book is “tailor-
made for Harry Potter’s fans” — and I totally 
agree. Written by a British author with a 
charming and witty narrative voice, Dragon’s 
Green follows the story of Effie Truelove, who is 
initiated into the magical world when she 
inherits her grandfather’s mysterious library. An 
evil force threatens to change everything, and 
Effie must stop it with the help of her friends. 
Don’t let the fact that this is a middle grade 
novel put you off — the magic system will 
enchant any booklover (I don’t want to spoil 
anything here, so you’re going to have to take 
my word for it). Additionally, Scarlett Thomas is 
primarily known for her literary fiction, so 

there’s plenty for adults in this series.  

 

 
Sabriel 

Garth Nix 

Unlike all of the other books on this 
list, Sabriel is a contemporary to Harry 
Potter from the mid-90s. It feels most 
like Harry Potter in the second book, but you’ll 
be entranced by the magical, eerie land from the 
beginning. Where Harry has Diagon Alley, 
Platform 9 ¾, and Hogwarts, Sabriel and the 
other leading characters have a realm that feels 
like an especially haunted Styx river, a 
borderland where the magical and mundane 
kingdoms meet, and a massive magical library 
carved into a glacier. This is a darker take on the 
things we all love in Harry Potter, but it’s 
spellbinding.   

https://www.bookbub.com/books/dragon-s-green-by-scarlett-thomas-2019-09-23?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/authors/scarlett-thomas
https://www.amazon.com/Dragons-Green-Worldquake-Book-1-ebook/dp/B01M0ZPPBD/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.bookbub.com/books/sabriel-by-garth-nix?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/authors/garth-nix
https://www.bookbub.com/books/dragon-s-green-by-scarlett-thomas-2019-09-23?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/books/sabriel-by-garth-nix?source=tbbb_books


 
Sorcery of Thorns 

Margaret Rogerson 

I gave this young adult standalone fantasy a 
shot when I saw that Katherine Arden had said 
“if you loved the Hogwarts library… you’ll be 
right at home at Summershall.” With DNA from 
both Harry Potter and Sabriel, this book feels 
so familiar — like an old friend. Elisabeth is an 
orphan who was taken into the magical world 
and raised by guardians who recall professors 
McGonagall and Snape. They live in a magical 
library that’s wildly reminiscent of Hogwarts 
castle (imagine if there was an entire library of 
dangerous books like The Monster Book of 
Monsters) until something (no spoilers) 
happens. Sorcerer Nathaniel Thorn, who could 
have easily been a Slytherin Head Boy if he 
lived in another book, gets tangled up in the 
plot. Do you need me to go on? If you ever 
wondered what a kinder Draco and Hermione   

adventure would look like, look no further. 

 
The Raven Boys 

Maggie Stiefvater 

This four-book series is for you if you especially 
loved the friendships in Harry Potter or if you 
loved the feeling that magic might be hidden just 
around the corner in our world. This series is set 
in Henrietta, a (fictional) town in Virginia 
concealing a magical secret. Blue Sargent lives at 
300 Fox Way with her clairvoyant mother and 
other psychic women who read tarot cards and 
see spirits (Professor Trelawney would fit right 
in). Slowly, she falls into the orbit of a strange 
group of boys who are on a hunt for real myth 
and magic. There’s wonder in the magic of this 
series… and in the camaraderie of Blue’s Raven 
Boys.  

 

https://www.bookbub.com/books/sorcery-of-thorns-by-margaret-rogerson?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/authors/margaret-rogerson
https://www.bookbub.com/authors/katherine-arden?source=tbbb_authors&amp;no_overlay=true
https://www.bookbub.com/books/the-raven-boys-by-maggie-stiefvater?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/authors/maggie-stiefvater
https://www.bookbub.com/books/sorcery-of-thorns-by-margaret-rogerson?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/books/the-raven-boys-by-maggie-stiefvater?source=tbbb_books


 

Honorable mentions:  

Begone the Raggedy Witches by Celine Kiernan 

The Apprentice Witch by James Nicol 

Carry On by Rainbow Rowell 

 

                                    
 

 

 

Tess Fletcher is an editor at BookBub who spends most of her time in imaginary 
worlds. When she’s not reading, she can be found tending to her plants and puppies. 
She’s a Ravenclaw.  

https://www.bookbub.com/books/begone-the-raggedy-witches-by-celine-kiernan?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/authors/celine-kiernan?source=tbbb_authors&amp;no_overlay=true
https://www.bookbub.com/books/the-apprentice-witch-by-james-nicol?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/authors/james-nicol?source=tbbb_authors&amp;no_overlay=true
https://www.bookbub.com/books/carry-on-by-rainbow-rowell-2019-01-27?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/authors/rainbow-rowell?source=tbbb_authors&amp;no_overlay=true
https://www.bookbub.com/books/begone-the-raggedy-witches-by-celine-kiernan?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/books/begone-the-raggedy-witches-by-celine-kiernan?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/books/begone-the-raggedy-witches-by-celine-kiernan?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/books/the-apprentice-witch-by-james-nicol?source=tbbb_books
https://www.bookbub.com/books/carry-on-by-rainbow-rowell-2019-01-27?source=tbbb_books

